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1. (15Pts) Ture-False (j~jp~~D 


(a).__ The liner system whose equations are all homogeneous must have a unique solution 


(b). __ There are two matrices A and B. If AB::::: BA , then A is equal to B. 


(c). __ If vectors U;:f::. 0 and v *0, then u· v * 0 


(d). __If Ax::::: b has a unique solution, then the Ax ::::: c also must have a unique solution. 


(e). Two equivalent vectors may not have the same initial points. 


2. (lOpts) Find all values ofx in order for A to be invertible: 

1- x 5 x2 

A::::: 0 x x-5 

o 0 x-I 

3. (12 pts) Determine the value of "a" for which the system is inconsistent; 

x+2y-3z::::: 2 


2x-2y+3Z::::: I 


x+2y-az:::::O 


4. 	 (8 pts) TruelFalse: Let u, v, ware vectors in n-space; determine whether the expression makes 

sense mathematically? (T: make sense; F: NOT make sense) 

(a) u .v-II u .vII 

(b) II u II ·11 vII 

(c) u·v-w 


Cd) (u·v)x(u·w) 




5. (15 pts) Suppose that u· (v x w) =1, Find v· (w x w) =? 

6. (30 pts) Let vectors u =(-1,1,0) and v =(1,1,2) 

(a) Find the distance between u and v 

(b) Find the radian measure of angle between u and v : 

(c) Find a point-normal from the equation of the plane through P =(0,1,0) and have u =(-1,1,0) as a normal. 

7. (10 pts) Calculate det(A): (Show detailed work to get fill credits t¥-lt til ttJ.ll!", ~ AIJ.i. 
",*"1'1- 4t~.) 

2/3 0 -3/2 113 3 

213 2/3 5/2 8/5 -3/2 


A= 
 4/3 -2/3 -1/2 -3/5 112 

2 0 2 1 -1 


9/4 7/4 5/4 3/4 114 
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